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PRESENT...

QUESTIONS OR For More Information....
Please contact Frannie Ashworth, Program Director, by phone at 603 357-2044 or by

email at fashworth@mrsd.org
 

Additional information may be found online at www.mrsd.org or by visiting our
Facebook page @ProjectBeyondtheBell

FREEFREEFREE

Located at Cutler & EMerson School
monday - friday     7:30 AM -4:30 PM 

Meals & Snacks          FIELD Trips         Weekly mini camps

Arts & Crafts          Games & Sports          Friends & Fun

Open to residents of Fitzwilliam, Roxbury, Troy, Swanzey & Richmond

July 6 - august 6

&

Fill Out a Paper Registration OR Fill Out the Online Registration.
Paper Registrations may be returned to the school's main office. 

Registration forms are available 
at the schools or online at www.mrsd.org
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    2. A confirmation of your registration will be sent to you via email 
         from the Program Director.

     3. Additional camp information and a welcome kit will be sent to 
         you in late May. 

HOW TO REGISTER

Registration BeginsRegistration BeginsRegistration Begins
March 22ndMarch 22ndMarch 22nd

Project Beyond the Bell is a                      Nita M. Lowery 21st Century 
Community Learning Center Program
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 Please be aware of your summer plans when registering your child.
All students are expected to attend all five days of each week they are enrolled in

camp unless a plan has been put in place with the Program Director.  

WHY? We offer our camp by the week to ensure all students get the absolute most
out of their experience and that all activities can be implemented with the highest
quality. Full participation in the program is a requirement of our 21st CCLC funding
which is what allows us to offer this program for FREE this year.
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Summer Camp Info

who is eligible to attend?
 All students entering grades 1-7 who reside in Fitzwilliam, Roxbury Troy, Swanzey or

Richmond.

registration & Enrollment

snacks & meals
Snacks and meals are offered in

our program by the amazing
efforts of the Monadnock

Nutrition Services at no cost to
our campers.

Daily Camp
Schedule

7:30 - 9:00 Free Choice 
(field games, crafts)

9:00 - 9:30 FREE Breakfast
(offered from Monadnock Nutrition)

9:30 - NoonMini Camp Activities
(kids will be grouped by the

specific mini camp they are

registered for.)

Noon  - 1:00FREE Lunch
(offered from Monadnock Nutrition )

1:00 - 4:30 Swimming
Mini Camp Activities
Free Choice

4:30 Close of Camp 

If your child does not attend on
a week that they are registered
for, a student from our waitlist
will take their place in camp for
the remainder of the summer.
Changes to your registration

will be accepted until June 30th.

When registering, families will choose between two theme choices for each
child, each week they are attending (all theme choices are described in the
following pages).  Each of the weekly themes has 15 spots available. Students
who are registered for the full summer will take priority if a waitlist occurs. 

how do i register?
See back of brochure
for full registration

details

We are so excited to offer a FREE Summer Camp with programming that
engages the mind, sparks curiosity, promotes healthy physical activities, and

SUMMER FUN! 
DAILY SWIMMING, field games and free play integrated into our daily schedule

will ensure campers are tired by the end of the day! 

WEEKLY FIELD TRIPS will get us out and exploring new and exciting places!

Week of August 2nd

Astronaut 

Training

Become a member of Project Beyond the Bell's NASA team as we venture through our
Earth's atmosphere to the outer reaches of our solar system. Learn about space travel,

mysterious planets, constellations, the amazing pioneers of space travel, & even build and
launch a rocket!

We will be nailing, gluing, and stapling some of the most awesome upcycled, DIY projects
this week! Turn old furniture into something totally new, create signs or lawn furniture out

of palette boards, learn to sew a bag out of repurposed shirts. The possibilities are endless!

Nailed, Glued, & Stapled DIY

SPORTS UNLIMITEDSPORTS UNLIMITEDSPORTS UNLIMITED
Do you have a love for sports? Join the team, train, practice, develop new skills, and

find confidence in yourself! We will take the time to dive into the rules of the games,
practice techniques, and gain the skills to work as a team! Even if you have no

athletic experience, you will enjoy working with your friends and playing along!

INNOVATION Laboratory
Let your imagination go wild as we invent, experiment, brainstorm, and problem solve!
From doodlebugs to rockets, there is no limit! All great inventors started somewhere... 

let your adventure begin at the Innovation Laboratory!

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math merge together as you jump into the Beyond
the Bell Makerspace! Design, experiment, build, and invent! Construct, test, and explore using

out-of-the-box thinking and creativity. Build multi-step Rube Goldberg machines, create a
new invention, explore new possibilities with friends... what you create is up to you!

Join us on a mission that is so classified, we can't even put it in print! Each day
will be filled with top-secret briefings and activities that put your spy skills to
the test. From mastering escape and evasion techniques to creating the perfect

design, building spy gadgets, or decoding secret intel, Spy Academy has
activities that will appeal to all recruits.

Spy AcademySpy AcademySpy Academy
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Choose one mini camp per camper



Get ready to put a lot of stamps in your Project Beyond the Bell passport
as we take a trip around the world through hands-on exploration of a

variety of countries. Learn about the different holidays, lifestyles,
interests, and celebrations from around the world as we create art, play

games, and immerse ourselves in each country's culture. 

Around    world

Do you have a love for sports? Join the team, train, practice, develop new skills, and find
confidence in yourself! We will take the time to dive into the rules of the games, practice
techniques, and gain the skills to work as a team! Even if you have no athletic experience,

you will enjoy working with your friends and playing along!

Sports Unlimited 
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WILD WILD WEST
Take a step out of your normal, everyday life and take a step into the great wild west!
Giddy Up as we learn all the things that make the west so wild! Learn about the most

mythologized folk heroes and "forefathers" of the Wild West. Lasso a horse, pan for gold,
create your own western apparel, and take the Sheriff Training Obstacle Course! 

Enter the realm of ancient Greek civilization. Learn the astonishing stories of the
Olympian Gods such as Zeus, Poseidon, Ares, and Athena.  Put on your toga as you

participate in the Olympic Games, create beautiful art using ancient techniques, and
challenge yourself in Ancient Greek Architecture STEM challenges, 

The World of OLYMPIANS

Mermaids, unicorns, dragons, trolls... Let's discover their world to know more about these
mythical creatures along with their magic and mysteries! Recreate and rediscover the power

of these ancient legends and folklores! You will even get the chance to make some magical
gnomes and fairy homes to try and attract some of these tiny friends to join our camp!

Mythical Magic

Swashbuckling Pirates!
Swords, Pirate Hooks, Eye Patches, Wooden Legs & Parrots Galore! Dive into the

deepest of the seas and take on the life and adventure of a pirate! Navigate by the stars,
read a compass, acquire knot-tying skills, embark on treasure quests, solve ancient

riddles, create your own ship, and set sail!

Week of July 26th
Choose one mini camp per camper
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To Infinity & Beyond

Time Travelers

Week of July 6th

Fly up, up and away as we venture through our Earth's atmosphere to the outer reaches of
the solar system. Become a member of our astronaut team to learn about mysterious planets,
constellations, the amazing pioneers of space travel and even create your own space shuttle!

Into the Wild
Do you know how to identify edible plants in the woods, how to safely start a campfire, or

how to set up a tent in a place that will stay dry and warm? There are so many amazing
things in the woods that surround us, let's get out and explore as we step Into the Wild!

Have you ever thought about taking a step back in time? Join your
friends on  an adventure of a lifetime that brings you through the
many different decades. From the roaring 20's, to the groovy 60's...

your time spent at camp is sure to be a blast from the past!

All Things Art...
Pottery, wood burning, mosaics, cartooning, digital design... you do not need to be good at

drawing or painting to be an artist! Throughout the week you will have the chance to work
with all different mediums of art to broaden your interests and artistic skill set. Afraid you

do not have a creative bone in your body? No worries! In All Things Art, you are sure to find
an artistic outlet that works for you!

Oh, the Thinks you can Think when you join us at camp. Join us as we jump into the
wonderfully wacky world of Dr. Seuss by creating fun projects, reading his imaginative

tales, and cooking up some Seuss themed snacks, including Green Eggs and Ham, of course!

The Wondrous
World of 

Friendly Farmers
Get ready to have fun and get dirty as we discover what life is like on

the farm! We will plant seeds, make some delicious food, learn all about
the friendly animals on the farm and how to take care of them. Let's
learn about pollinators and decomposers who help make our flowers

bloom and food possible! 
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Choose one mini camp per camper



Week of July 19th

Do you have a love for sports? Join the team, train, practice, develop new
skills, and find confidence in yourself! We will take the time to dive into

the rules of the games, practice techniques, and gain the skills to work as a
team! Even if you have no athletic experience, you will enjoy working

with your friends and playing along!

Sports Unlimited 

Mythical Magic
Mermaids, unicorns, dragons, trolls... Let's discover their world to know more about these

mythical creatures along with their magic and mysteries! Recreate and rediscover the power
of these ancient legends and folklores! You will even get the chance to make some magical

gnomes and fairy homes to try and attract some of these tiny friends to join our camp!

The world is so full of magic when you are first entering school and there is one special
secret that we want to share with you... most of the world's most amazing magic is

actually SCIENCE! Have you ever wondered how colors are created, or how little seeds
become beautiful flowers and massive trees? Why is the sky blue and how are rainbows

created? Join us this week to find out!

Silly Science

Dinosaur Patrol
No matter what your age, dinosaurs are awesome! Help make this week Dino-mite by

becoming a paleontologist by digging up fossils and learning all about the mighty dinos
that roamed the Earth millions of years before us!  From the largest and fiercest to the

smallest and friendliest, we will learn all about these amazing creatures!

Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, and Math merge together as you jump into the
Beyond the Bell Makerspace! Design, experiment, build, and invent! Construct, test, and

explore using out-of-the-box thinking and creativity. Build Rube Goldberg machines, create
something new for your household, explore new possibilities with friends... what you create

is up to you!

A m a z i n g  A n i m a l s
Whether you are into household pets, farm animals, woodland creatures, animals of

the desert, amphibians, or jungle animals, Amazing Animals week is for you! Jump into
this wild world as you learn mind-boggling facts about how they live, what they eat,

how they communicate, and how they adapt to their environments, plus so much more!
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Choose one mini camp per camper

Traveling Artist
As you travel to different countries and cultures, you will be immersed in a variety of

different art forms from around the world. Create colorful Day of the Dead masks, vibrant
Australian Aboriginal Boomerangs, friendly Guatemalan worry dolls, and so much more.
Every day is a new adventure at camp as you dive into an entirely different new culture!

A n i m a l  P l a n e t
Whether you are into household pets, farm animals, woodland creatures, animals of the
desert, amphibians, or jungle animals, Animal Planet week is for you! Jump into this wild

world as you learn mind-boggling facts about how they live, what they eat, how they
communicate, and how they adapt to their environments, plus so much more!

Join us on a mission that is so classified, we can't even put it in print! Each day will be filled
with top-secret briefings and activities that put your spy skills to the test. From mastering

escape and evasion techniques to creating the perfect design, building spy gadgets, or
decoding secret intel, Spy Academy has activities that will appeal to all recruits.

Spy AcademySpy AcademySpy Academy

Enter the realm of ancient Greek civilization. Learn the astonishing stories of the
Olympian Gods such as Zeus, Poseidon, Ares, and Athena.  Put on your toga as you

participate in the Olympic Games, create beautiful art using ancient techniques, and
challenge yourself in Ancient Greek Architecture STEM challenges, 

The World of OLYMPIANS

Week of July 12th

Calling all little ladybugs and grasshoppers to join us for a fun-filled week of both indoor and
outdoor activities sure to please! We will explore the life cycle of a butterfly, get down and

dirty in our working garden, and take a look at life from a bug's perspective! Squirm and
wiggle your way through critter crafts, bug bingo, and the cootie bug parade!

Young Artists
Grab a paintbrush and get ready for a week immersed in all things art. Explore an array of
famous artists, their styles, and recreate some of the most renowned artwork from around

the world! You are sure to find a form of art that inspires you as we test out all art mediums
including clay, mosaics, paint, drawing, and more!

A Bug's LifeG
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Choose one mini camp per camper


